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This book reframes the formative years of three
significant artists: Henri Fantin-Latour, Alphonse
Legros, and James McNeill Whistler. The trio’s
coming together as the Société des trois occurred
during the emergence of the artistic avant-garde—a
movement toward individualism and self-expression.
Though their oeuvres appear dissimilar, it is
imperative that the three artists’ early work and
letters be viewed in light of the Société, as it
informed many of their decisions in both London and
Paris. Each artist actively cultivated a translocal
presence, creating artistic networks that transcended
national borders. Thus, this book will serve as a
comprehensive resource on the development,
production, implications, and eventual end of the
Société.
Includes music.
In Sound Alignments, a transnational group of
scholars explores the myriad forms of popular music
that circulated across Asia during the Cold War.
Challenging the conventional alignments and
periodizations of Western cultural histories of the
Cold War, they trace the routes of popular music,
examining how it took on new meanings and
significance as it traveled across Asia, from India to
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Indonesia, Hong Kong to South Korea, China to
Japan. From studies of how popular musical styles
from the Americas and Europe were adapted to
meet local exigencies to how socialist-bloc and
nonaligned Cold War organizations facilitated the
circulation of popular music throughout the region,
the contributors outline how music forged and
challenged alliances, revolutions, and
countercultures. They also show how the Cold War's
legacy shapes contemporary culture, particularly in
the ways 1990s and 2000s J-pop and K-pop are
rooted in American attempts to foster economic
exchange in East Asia in the 1960s.Throughout,
Sound Alignments demonstrates that the
experiences of the Cold War in Asia were as diverse
and dynamic as the music heard and performed in it.
Contributors. Marié Abe, Michael K. Bourdaghs,
Paola Iovene, Nisha Kommattam, Jennifer Lindsay,
Kaley Mason, Anna Schultz, Hyunjoon Shin, C. J.
W.-L. Wee, Hon-Lun (Helan) Yang, Christine R.
Yano, Qian Zhang
The comb binding creates a lay-flat book that is
perfect for study and performance.
From the creators of Scor-Pal(R) scoring boards,
Easy Mini Albums will provide the joy of crafting and
preserving precious memories all at the same time.
These delightful mini albums are fun to make, and
easy to decorate and embellish to fit the occasion.
Simply choose the paper or cardstock of your
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choice, gather your scoring board, paper trimmer
and adhesive, and you're set! Detailed instructions,
step-by-step photography, full-size cutting and
scoring diagrams will make creating these sweet
albums and fun and rewarding experience. Whether
you make them for yourself or to give a special gift,
you'll enjoy memory crafting at its very best!
A monthly journal for the musician, the music
student, and all music lovers.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy
Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains
a proven mix of news, nature, sports, history, fiction,
science, comics, and Scouting.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the Second
Joint International Semantic Technology
Conference, JIST 2012, held in Nara, Japan, in
December 2012. The 20 full papers and 13 short
papers included in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 90 submissions. The
regular papers deal with ontology and description
logics; RDF and SPARQL; learning and discovery;
semantic search; knowledge building; semantic Web
application. The in-use track papers cover topics on
social semantic Web and semantic search; and the
special track papers have linked data in practice and
database integration as a topic.
This one-of-a-kind reference investigates the music and
the musicians that set the popular trends of the last half
century in America. • Contains an alphabetical collection
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of entries that each profile a major group and band from
the past 60 years • Provides a selected discography and
bibliography for further listening and reading for each
entry • Covers a wide variety of styles from classic rock
to surf rock to hip hop • Features sidebar entries which
tie together larger popular music concepts such as the
rise and influence of MTV and the phenomenon of girl
bands
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier
weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events,
brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Exclusive interviews and behind-the-scenes
observations capture the heart and soul of this popular
band through an overview of its history, collaborative
efforts, successes and failures, and the impact drugs had
in bringing it all to an end.
A collection of woodwind duets for two Clarinets.
ASP.NET 2.0 Instant Results helps you quickly create
dynamic Web pages with ASP.NET 2.0. The book is centered
around a dozen ready–to–use projects with all the code for all
the projects included on the books CD–ROM – that you can
use immediately. ASP.NET 2.0 Instant Results dives into
working code so you can learn it rapidly. The book and
projects are written for intermediate–level programmers with
some .NET experience. The projects and book provide a
quick start reference so you can use ASP.NET 2.0
immediately. Each of the 12 project features step–by–step
set–up instructions with a description of each project that
enables you to understand and then modify it so you can
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reuse it in different situations. The 12 projects covered in the
book with complete source–code on the CD are: Online diary
and organizer File share Chat server Survey engine CMS
Blog Photo album Customer support site WebShop
Appointment booking system Greeting cards Bug base Note:
CD–ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not
included as part of eBook file.
Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra number, The
Christmas bookseller, separately paged and not included in
the consecutive numbering of the regular series.
"Damage Incorporated" is the first book about the legendary
heavy metal band Metallica that provides a detailed
exploration of the group’s music and its place within the
wider popular music landscape. Written with a broad
readership in mind, it offers an interdisciplinary study that
incorporates a range of topics which intersect with the band’s
music and cultural influence. For students of popular culture,
mass media, and music, "Damage Incorporated" will be
necessary reading, and sets a new standard for the study and
exploration of metal within the field of popular music studies.
The signing of the Good Friday Agreement on April 10, 1998,
marked the beginning of a new era of peace and stability in
Northern Ireland. As the public has overwhelmingly rejected a
return to the violence of the Troubles (1968–1998), loyalist
and republican groups have sought other outlets to continue
their struggle. Music has long been used to celebrate cultural
identity in the North of Ireland: from street parades to football
chants, and from folk festivals to YouTube videos, music
facilitates the continuation of pre-Agreement identity
narratives in a “post-conflict” era. Sounding Dissent draws on
original in-depth interviews with Irish republican musicians,
contemporary audiences, and former paramilitaries, as well
as diverse historical and archival material, including
songbooks, prison records, and newspaper articles, to
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understand the history of political violence in Ireland. The
book examines the hagiographic potential of rebel songs to
memorialize a pantheon of republican martyrs, and
demonstrates how musical performance and political song not
only articulate experiences and memories of oppression and
violence, but play a central role in the reproduction of conflict
and exclusion in times of peace.
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Publications
Joint Winner of the 2007 British-Kuwait Friendship
Society Prize for Middle Eastern StudiesThis stunning
book is an important contribution to a key area of nonwestern art, being the first reference work on the art of
beautiful writing in Arabic script.The extensive use of
writing is a hallmark of Islamic civilization. Calligraphy,
the art of beautiful writing, became one of the main
methods of artistic expression from the seventh century
to the present in almost all regions from the far Maghrib,
or Islamic West, to India and beyond. Arabic script was
adopted for other languages from Persian and Turkish to
Kanembu and Malay. Sheila S. Blair's groundbreaking
book explains this art form to modern readers and shows
them how to identify, understand and appreciate its
varied styles and modes. The book is designed to offer a
standardized terminology for identifying and describing
various styles of Islamic calligraphy and to help
Westerners appreciate why calligraphy has long been so
important in Islamic civilization.The argument is
enhanced by the inclusion of more than 150 colour
illustrations, as well as over a hundred black-and-white
details that highlight the salient features of the individual
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scripts and hands. Examples are chosen from dated or
datable examples with secure provenance, for the
problem of forgeries and copies (both medieval and
modern) is rampant. The illustrations are accompanied
by detailed analyses telling the reader what to look for in
determining both style and quality of script.This beautiful
new book is an ideal reference for anyone with an
interest in Islamic art.Key Features* Written by the
world's leading expert on Islamic calligraphy* Includes
c.150 colour illustrations* Comprehensive: covers the art
of calligraphy throughout Islamic civilisation, from the
7thc. to the present* The first volume to explain this art
form to modern readers, guiding them in the
identification, understanding and appreciation of its
varied style
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